A new program package for high-speed photometry data reduction is described.
Introduction
The following is an advertisement for QED, the new high speed photometry data reduction package developed by R.E. Nather. It differs substantially from the reduction package DRED which we have used in the past. Notably, QED offers the user a reasonable chance of carrying the reduction process through from start to finish without locking up the computer, introducing strange artifacts into the data, or becoming too frustrated to continue.
Like the data acquisition program QUILT9, QED runs on IBM PC compatible computers. The keystrokes controlling the display in QED are modeled on those from QUILT9, saving users of that program the mental anguish of remembering two sets of commands. The graphical display also resembles QUILT9, allowing the user to display either one or two channels of data at the same time. The QED display includes an extra line to echo reduction commands entered by the user.
The QED standard reduction process
The only way to learn a reduction program is to use it, preferably in the company of someone who knows it well. This short introduction is intended only to acquaint potential users with the features of the program by describing the standard reduction process.
The reduction begins by loading in the high speed photometry run to be reduced. A run consists of a continuous stream of measurements from a single telescope. QED can read data files written by the data acquisition program QUILT9, whether they contain one, two, or three channels.
The first reduction step is to mark data points which may not represent usable stellar data. These points may be data contaminated by clouds, flashlights, or telescope domes, or they may represent intentional diversions of the telescope away from the target star such as those used to measure sky. Marking can be done in two different ways in QED: either by moving the cursor to the data point to be marked and striking the appropriate marking key, or by establishing a range of points and marking them all at once. Ranges are established by placing the cursor at the beginning of a range, pressing the 'r' key and moving to the end of the range. Many of the operations in QED will operate over ranges. This will be very useful at the end of the reduction process when we write the reduced data.
After the data in each channel are marked, the next step in the standard reduction sequence is to apply deadtime corrections. This is accomplished with the 'd' or 'D' key. Lower case letters generally apply the specified operation to the light curve on which the cursor currently resides, upper case applies to all appropriate light curves. Unless told otherwise, QED uses 60 ns for the pulse amplifier deadtime. This can be changed by typing the appropriate deadtime (in ns) and hitting return.
After the deadtime correction, the next step is sky subtraction. Techniques for measuring sky vary depending on the equipment and the observer, QED is much more versatile than its predecessor DRED at handling different kinds of sky measurements. Sky subtraction requires three steps. Executing the 't' (or 'T') command transfers sky readings (those points which were marked as sky) from the light curve to a buffer. When there is a separate sky channel it duplicates this sky channel so that the original can be subtracted from channel one and the duplicate from channel two. The 'p' (or 'P') command prepares the sky measurements by bridging over the gaps between samples or, when there is a sky channel, by scaling the sky by a measured ratio which reflects differences in the efficiency of the different photometer channels. Finally, S subtracts sky from the data.
The last step in the standard sequence is extinction removal. QED uses an exponential extinction law which requires an extinction coefficient. By entering the coefficient and striking 'e' (or E), the user tells QED to remove the effects of atmospheric extinction. If the user does not know the best coefficient to use, it is possible to iterate by selecting a coefficient, removing extinction, and then undoing the extinction command and trying again. We will discuss the ability to undo operations shortly.
After the reduction is over, the user can write the reduced run using the 'w' (or 'W') command. This will write the entire run, including any points which were marked. Since one of the main purposes of reduction was to get rid of these points, it is wise to remove them before writing the data. This is done with the 'b' command, which bridges over marked points by interpolating from surrounding data. Another alternative, used for data gaps too large to bridge or when marked points fall at the beginning or end of a run, is to specify a range when executing the 'w' command. Then QED will write only the points within the range.
Finally, we note that the files written by QED are substantially different from those which the DRED program wrote. QED output files still contain data as counts per integration. These counts have been altered by sky subtraction, extinction, and various other reduction commands, but they have not been reduced to fractional variations from the mean intensity. This last step must be performed outside of QED before calculating the Fourier transform of the data.
Final Notes
For those who have used DRED, the most refreshing feature of QED is its ability reliably to undo commands which have been entered. All of the commands executed during a reduction session are written in symbolic form in a list, called the "oplist". It is possible to view this list during reduction by pressing the 'F5' key, allowing the user to review what he has done so far. Two separate commands for undoing operations either remove the command from the oplist or leave it, but show it as unexecuted.
By writing the oplist, the user saves his work either for continuing later from the current stopping place, or as a record of the entire reduction. The beauty of this record is that it is executable by the QED program. Reading in data and an oplist, then hitting the 'alt' and 'a' keys simultaneously tells QED to execute all of the commands in the list. This last feature greatly enhances the speed and versatility of the QED program. This paper only touches on the array of versatile functions included in QED. The documents provided with the program provide more information. Interested parties may acquire the program and documentation free of charge from R.E. Nather or J.C. Clemens. Source code is also available on the WET file transfer (ftp) site.
